FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
PLACEMENT

Please consult the following charts regarding foreign language placement:

*Foreign Language Placement Level Based on Number of Points Scored on Placement Assessment:

**SPANISH:**
- <70: SPAN 101
- 70 – ≤85: SPAN 102
- 86 – <95: SPAN 203
- > 95: SPAN 205

**FRENCH:**
- <17: FREN 101
- 17– <24: FREN 102
- ≥25 FREN 203

*Foreign Language Placement Codes recorded on MyLander within 5-7 business days under “Student Test Scores.”

**IFLS=Spanish, IFLF=French, IFLO=foreign language other**

• 01 = Language 101 (followed by 102 in the same language if applicable)
• 03 = Prior to Fall 2018 Catalog, passed General Education Requirement*
• 03 = As of Fall 2018 Catalog, Language 203 or Language 205.
• 05 = English is a second language, so student is exempt from the test and the requirement*
• 06 = Language 102 – continuation of Language 101*

*Must take equivalent elective credit hours for graduation.
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